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Miserium - Return To Grace (2013)

01. The Veiled Tale 02. Outer Space System Sequencer (Industrial Intermezzo) 03. All
Lights Out (in Celestial Spheres) 04. Star Curtain 05. Imagination Destroyed 06. Cobalt
Clouds Approaching 07. Insubordinate (Golden Ashes) 08. Music Box 09. Out of Reach 10.
Nebula Helix (dedicated to Daniel Gildenlow) 11. The Wanderer 12. Dreamtide 13. Wayfaring
Stranger 14. Insubordinate
Tari Szabolcs - guitar, vocals Ivanyi Almos - guitar, vocals, keys
Renge Zsolt - bass Toth Peter – drums

Miserium was formed at the end of 2008 in Budapest, at the Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, as
a Hungarian progressive death metal band. Originally Miserium (lit.: "miserable one") was
Álmos's old band, but it was split up because of musical issues.

Szabi has played in several bands before Miserium, Zsolt played together with Álmos in the old
Miserium and he wanted to play with him something proffessional and try to make something
new.

In December of 2008 Álmos asked Szabi (who was his old friend) to play together because he
wanted to finish some old Miserium songs with him. The rehearsals started in January of 2009,
and 4 songs were completed soon… As they didn't have a drummer, Álmos phoned their
school-mate, Peti, to come to their next rehearsal. Peti is has since become a member of
Miserium, so the band became complete.

In March, 2009, The band has decided to make a promotion EP (with 4 songs) to find
management and/or a publisher. They have recorded a five-track demo by the end of the
process, and self-released it as the Star Curtain EP. In the autumn of 2010, the band recorded
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a two-track promo in Hungary's most famous studio (Denevér), and released the Promo 2011
record. In March, 2011, Dávid Scheich has joined the band as lead vocalist; however, Álmos
and Szabolcs still provide backing vocals, but Dávid left the band in 2012 because of personal
issues, so Álmos and Szabi are the lead singers again In October, 2012, The band would like to
introduce you their first full-lenght album called: Return to Grace. ---last.fm
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